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IMAGINE! PRINT SOLUTIONS ACQUIRES SECOND YOUNG SHIN  
GIANT DIECUTTER FOR CLASSIC GRAPHICS OPERATIONS 

 
 Schaumburg, IL  (September 4, 2018)  -  Phillip Mack, National Sales Manager of Young Shin USA 

Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of South Korean-based Young Shin Industries, is pleased to announce 

that Minneapolis, Minnesota-based Imagine! Print Solutions (“Imagine!”) has acquired a second Young Shin 

Giant diecutter with EZ Feeder for its Classic Graphics operations in Charlotte, North Carolina.  Imagine! has 

enjoyed numerous advantages with the Young Shin Giant series of diecutters since its initial acquisition of a 

Giant 250SII flatbed diecutter with EZ Feeder for its Minneapolis, Minnesota headquarters in 2016.   

Classic Graphics joined Imagine! Print Solutions in late 2013 and is recognized for its commitment 

to the client perspective, advanced technological capabilities and cutting-edge graphics expertise on behalf 

of top national and international brands.  The Young Shin Giant diecutters were selected by Imagine! for 

both locations due to their large format capability, quick make-readies and high-speed production yields.   

Installed at Classic Graphics, the new Giant 210 Diecutter can accommodate E, B, A, AB Flute 

corrugated board from 0.05” to approximately 0.43” at speeds of up to 3,000 sheets per hour.  The Giant’s 

precise center line technology provides easy and rapid set-up of the die board using the unit’s center block.  

Thin sheets feed smoothly and effortlessly with the Giant’s enhanced feeding and conveying systems. The 

innovative air floating device allows easy withdrawal of the cutting plate for optimum operator efficiency.  

The Giant 210 offers a wide range of sizes from 43.30” x 33.46” to 82.67” x 60.50” to suit the needs of a 

wide variety of production requirements.   

The EZ Feeder adds further productivity enhancements since substrates can be easily stacked and 

automatically fed into the diecutter.  The Giant’s EZ Feeder frees one or two operators (if large sheets are 

being used) to manage the job and advance the make-ready for the next job rather than manually feed the 

substrates into the diecutter.    
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The Young Shin Giant 210 diecutter is designed and manufactured in South Korea with specific 

emphasis on large format diecutting, automation and low cost of ownership.  Mark Popp, Vice President of 

Manufacturing for Imagine! Print Solutions remarks, “Since the installation of the Giant diecutter at our 

Minneapolis headquarters, we have appreciated the reliability and low cost of ownership of the unit while 

enjoying the benefits of well-trained service technicians and U.S.-based supplies and parts.  The investment 

we made in the second Young Shin Giant for Classic Graphics will further our commitment to offer rapid 

turnaround of assignments with the highest quality output available for our clients.”   

 Young Shin’s North American sales and service office is led by Mack, who added, “We are delighted 

to have the Giant diecutter installed at Classic Graphics as their business continues to expand as part of 

Imagine! Print Solutions.  This acquisition represents the second Giant diecutter installed within the 

Imagine! organization.  The dependable and versatile operation of the unit together with its large format 

capabilities will support the future growth and production requirements of this premier full-service visual 

production firm.”  

 To learn more about Young Shin USA, kindly contact Phillip Mack at 847-598-3611, via email at 

sales@youngshinusa.com or visit the firm’s comprehensive web site at www.youngshinusa.com. 

###  

About Young Shin USA Limited 
Young Shin Industries is an internationally recognized manufacturer of premier flatbed die cutting equipment 
that was established in Daegu, South Korea in 1980. The firm’s superior design, skillful engineering, exacting 
manufacturing standards and devoted factory service and support has propelled Young Shin into one of the 
world’s most prominent providers of superior die cutting and finishing solutions.  Young Shin USA Limited, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Young Shin Industries, provides a sales, service, parts and training headquarters 
dedicated exclusively to its clients located throughout North America. Headquartered in suburban Chicago, 
Illinois, our operations are centrally located to provide immediate and accessible sales, support and service 
making the acquisition of a Young Shin product a long-term and highly-favorable return on investment.  For more 
information, please visit the firm’s comprehensive web site at www.youngshinusa.com. 
 
About Imagine!  
Imagine! is an industry-leading, complete visual communications provider, delivering end-to-end solutions for 
retailers, CPGs and various other segments. Imagine! helps brand marketers execute in-store campaigns with the 
highest level of quality and accuracy while maintaining a streamlined, cost-effective process. Headquartered in 
Minneapolis, the Imagine! family of companies includes Imagine! Print Solutions (Minneapolis, MN), Imagine! 
EXPRESS (Minneapolis, MN), Classic Graphics (Charlotte, NC), and Midnight Oil Agency (Burbank, CA). 
Imagine! was founded in 1988 and is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Learn more and be inspired at 
DiscoverImagine.com.  
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